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ABSTRACT COMMENSURATOR OF A FREE GROUP
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Abstract. P. Hall constructed a universal countable locally finite group U ,

determined up to isomorphism by two properties: every finite group C is a
subgroup of U , and every embedding of C into U is conjugate in U . Every

countable locally finite group is a subgroup of U . We prove that U is a subgroup

of the abstract commensurator of a finite-rank nonabelian free group.

1. Introduction

A group G is locally finite if every finitely generated subgroup is finite. In 1959,
P. Hall constructed a universal countable locally finite group U [5]. Hall’s group
U is the unique countable group such that every finite group embeds in U and any
two isomorphic finite subgroups of U are conjugate in U . These properties imply
that any countable locally finite group L embeds in U [5, Lemma 4].

Given a group G the abstract commensurator of G is the collection of isomor-
phisms φ : H → K between finite-index subgroups H,K ≤ G, modulo agreement
on a finite-index domain. If two groups G and H have a third group K as a com-
mon finite-index subgroup then G and H are commensurable and Comm(G) ∼=
Comm(H).

Let Fk denote the free group of rank k. As free groups of any finite rank k ≥ 2
are commensurable, we have Comm(Fk) ∼= Comm(F2). We will refer to this group
as Comm(F). For all k there is an embedding Aut(Fk) < Comm(F) [2, Lemma 2.3].
The permutations on a free basis provide an embedding Sk < Aut(Fk), consequently
Comm(F) contains every finite group. Our main result implies a stronger result:
any countable ascending chain of finite groups can be realized in Comm(F).

Main Theorem. Hall’s universal group U is a subgroup of Comm(F).

Corollary. If L is a countable locally finite group, then L is a subgroup of Comm(F).

The proof of the main theorem uses the realization of the abstract commensu-

rator Comm(F) as the homotopy equivalence group of a full solenoid Γ̂, the inverse
limit of all finite-sheeted covers of any finite graph Γ with nonabelian fundamental
group [3]. Hall’s universal group can be constructed as the direct limit of a sequence
finite permutation groups Gk. To prove the main theorem, each Gk is realized as a
group of homotopy equivalences of a finite graph Γk, and Gk-equivariant graph mor-

phisms Γk+1 → Γk are constructed to induce homotopy equivalences Γ̂k+1 → Γ̂k.

These identify each Gk as a group of homotopy equivalences of Γ̂0, from which the
theorem follows.
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The group Comm(F) has been studied for some time, but relatively little is
known about its structure. For example, it is not known whether Comm(F) is
simple. A’Campo and Burger noted that Comm(F) is not linear [1], and Bartholdi
and Bogopolski proved Comm(F) is not finitely generated [2]. Macedońska, Nekra-
shevych, and Sushchansky showed that the group of bireversible automatic permu-
tations over any finite alphabet can be identified as a subgroup of Comm(F) [6].
Bou-Rabee and the second author describe a homomorphic image of the Baumslag-
Solitar group BS(2, 3) in Comm(F) that is not residually finite [4].

Free groups and their related structures have been fruitfully studied by anal-
ogy with fundamental groups of closed surfaces of genus at least two. We note
there are similarly few structural results known about the abstract commensurator
Comm(π1(Σ)), where Σ is a closed surface of genus at least two. Comm(π1(Σ)) is
known to not be finitely generated [2] and not to be linear over any field [4]. How-
ever any finite subgroup of Comm(π1(Σ)) has a cyclic subgroup of index at most
2 [4, Proposition 4], so Hall’s universal group is not a subgroup of Comm(π1(Σ)).

2. The solenoid model of commensurations

A graph is a 1-dimensional CW-complex. We will refer to the 0-cells as vertices
and 1-cells as edges.

Definition 1. Let (Γ, ∗) be a pointed finite graph. The full solenoid over Γ, denoted

Γ̂, is the pointed topological space obtained as the inverse limit of the system of all
pointed finite-sheeted covers of (Γ, ∗)

(Γ̂, ∗) = lim←−
Λ

k:1→Γ

(Λ, ∗Λ)

Given a pointed topological space (X, ∗) let E(X, ∗) be the group of homotopy
classes of pointed homotopy equivalences of X. In our previous work we proved that
the homotopy equivalences of a full solenoid over a finite aspherical CW-complex
model the abstract commensurator of a fundamental group [3]. Specialized to finite
graphs, this model gives the following isomorphism.

Theorem 2 ([3, Corollary 3]). If (Γ, ∗) is a finite graph with more edges than
vertices, then

E(Γ̂, ∗) ∼= Comm(F)

Any finite graph Γ with more edges than vertices can be used to construct the
solenoid in Theorem 2. The next lemma provides a way to explicitly describe the
different isomorphisms coming from Theorem 2.

Lemma 3. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be finite graphs and suppose φ : (Γ1, v1) → (Γ2, v2) is
either a homotopy equivalence or a finite-sheeted covering map. Then φ induces a

pointed homotopy equivalence of solenoids φ̂ : (Γ̂1, ∗)→ (Γ̂2, ?).

Proof. First, in either case, φ induces a map of solenoids as follows. Note that φ∗ :
π1(Γ1, ∗) → π1(Γ2, ∗) is injective and has finite-index image. Thus, each pointed
finite-sheeted cover (Λ, ∗)→ (Γ2, ∗) determines a finite-sheeted cover qΛ : (ΓΛ, ∗)→
(Γ1, ∗) where π1(ΓΛ, ∗) = φ−1

∗ (π1(Λ, ∗)). By construction the composition φ◦qΛ lifts
uniquely to a map φΛ : (ΓΛ, ∗)→ (Λ, ∗). For each finite-sheeted cover (ΓΛ, ∗)→ Γ1

there is a projection map ρΓΛ
: Γ̂1 → ΓΛ. The induced map φ̂ : Γ̂1 → Γ̂2 is the
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inverse limit of the set of maps {φΛ ◦ ρΓΛ
} indexed over the finite-sheeted covers of

Γ2. Moreover, φ̂ covers φ, in the sense that ρΓ2 ◦ φ̂ = φ ◦ ρΓ1 .
Now, suppose φ is a finite-sheeted covering map. In this case, via the lifting

construction, we see φ embeds the system of pointed finite-sheeted covers of (Γ1, v1)
as a cofinal subsystem of the system of pointed finite-sheeted covers of (Γ2, v2). It
is a standard fact about inverse limits that in this case φ induces a homeomorphism

φ̂ : Γ̂1 → Γ̂2.
Finally, suppose φ is a homotopy equivalence with homotopy inverse ψ. The

projection ρ1 : Γ̂1 → Γ1 is a fiber bundle with totally disconnected fibers [3, Theo-
rem 1; 7, Theorem 5.6], and therefore ρ1 has unique homotopy lifting [8, §2.2]. The

composition of induced maps ψ̂ ◦ φ̂ covers the composition ψ ◦ φ. By lifting the

homotopy ψ ◦ φ ∼ idΓ1
we see ψ̂ ◦ φ̂ ∼ id

Γ̂1
. Symmetrically, φ̂ ◦ ψ̂ ∼ id

Γ̂2
, and we

are done. �

3. Proof of the main theorem

For any finite group G, let U(G) be the underlying set. Given any set S, let
R(S) be the graph (treated as a CW complex) with one vertex v and an edge es for
each s ∈ S. For a group G, fix a disjoint point ∗ and let R(G) = R(U(G) t {∗}).
There is an action G y U(G) defined by g · h = gh, which induces an action by
graph automorphisms Gy R(G).

Given any group G, let S(G) be the group of permutations of the set U(G). The
left-multiplication action induces an injective homomorphism ` : G→ S(G).

Lemma 4. For any finite group G, there is a continuous function φ : R(S(G))→
R(G) such that

(1) φ is the composition of a homotopy equivalence and a finite-sheeted covering
map, and

(2) φ is G-equivariant, where G acts on R(S(G)) via the inclusion ` : G →
S(G).

Proof. Identify π1(R(G), v) with the free group F(A(G)) on the generating set
A(G) = {ax | x ∈ U(G) t {∗}}, via the map that sends ax to the image of the
edge ex in R(G). Let n = [S(G) : G]. Let p : Γ → R(G) be the covering space
corresponding to the kernel of the map F(A(G)) → Z/nZ defined by ag 7→ 0 for
g ∈ G and a∗ 7→ 1. For each 0 ≤ k < n, let Sk ⊂ F(A(G)) be

Sk =
{
ak∗aga

−k
∗ | g ∈ G

}
.

Choosing a base vertex v0 ∈ Γ, identify π1(Γ, v0) ≤ F(A(G)) with the subgroup

generated by
(⋃n−1

k=0 Sk

)
∪ {an∗} via path lifting.

The induced action Gy π1(R(G), v) permutes the generators of π1(Γ, v0), hence
the action of G on R(G) lifts to an action on Γ. This action admits a concrete
description, which we use to label the edges: The action of the deck group has a
single cyclically ordered orbit of vertices v0, v1, . . . , vn−1 in Γ. There is a single edge
connecting vi to vi+1 indexed modulo n, which we label ai+1

∗ . At each vk, there
is a lift Rk of the subgraph R(U(G)); the edges of this lift are naturally identified
with the set Sk, and labeled by the same. Then G acts on Γ fixing the vertex set,
permuting the edges of Rk by g ·ak∗aha−k∗ = akagha

−k
∗ , and fixing all n other edges.

Let f : Γ → R be a homotopy equivalence collapsing the maximal subtree with
edges labeled {ai∗}n−1

i=1 . The graph R has one vertex and the edge set consists of
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|S(G)| loops labeled by
(⋃n−1

k=0 Sk

)
and a single loop labeled an∗ . The action Gy Γ

fixes every collapsed edge, hence descends to an action Gy R permuting each edge
set Sk as above, and fixing the edge an∗ . Let g : R→ Γ be a G-equivariant homotopy
inverse of f

IdentifyR withR(S(G)) as follows. Choose right coset representatives c0, . . . , cn−1

for `(G) ≤ S(G). Define a graph isomorphism ψ : R → R(S(G)) identifying the
unique vertex in each graph, identifying the edge labeled an∗ with ∗, and mapping
the edge labeled ak∗ha

−k
∗ to the edge labeled by hck. By construction, ψ is G-

equivariant. It follows that the composition p ◦ g ◦ ψ−1 : R(S(G)) → R(G) is the
desired continuous function. �

01

2 ∗

ρ

ψ ◦ f
φ

v0 v1

a∗

a2∗

a0

a1

a2 a∗a0a
−1
∗

a∗a1a
−1
∗

a∗a2a
−1
∗

a2∗ = ∗

()

(012)

(021) ()(01)

(012)(01)

(021)(01)

Figure 1. An illustration of Lemma 4 applied to G = Z/3Z.
Elements of S(G) = S3 are listed in cycle notation, so that `(1) =
(012).

Proof of the main theorem. We now prove that Hall’s universal group U is a sub-
group of Comm(F). Hall’s universal group may be constructed as follows [5, §1.2]:
Fix any finite group G0 with at least 3 elements and recursively define Gk+1 =
S(Gk) for all k ≥ 0. These form a directed sequence of groups under the left-
multiplication maps `k : Gk → Gk+1. Hall’s universal group U is the colimit of this
sequence.

Let (Gk, `k) be any directed sequence of groups as above. Let R0 be the rose
with two petals, and fix any covering space p0 : Γ0 → R0 such that π1(Γ0) is
free on |G| + 1 generators. Fix a homotopy equivalence f0 : R(G0) → Γ0. Define

i0 = p0 ◦ f0. By Lemma 3, i0 induces a homotopy equivalence î0 : R̂(G0)→ R̂0.
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For each k, let φk : R(Gk) → R(Gk−1) be a map satisfying the conditions of

Lemma 4. Then φk induces a pointed homotopy equivalence R̂(Gk) → ̂R(Gk−1),

and therefore an isomorphism Φk : E(R̂(Gk), ∗)→ E( ̂R(Gk−1), ∗).
Recursively define maps ik : R(Gk) → R0 by ik = ik−1 ◦ φ−1

k . Each ik is
a composition of coverings and homotopy equivalences by Lemma 4, so induces

a pointed homotopy equivalence îk : R̂(Gk) → R̂0 by Lemma 3. Each action

Gk y R(Gk) induces an injective group morphism Gk → E(R̂(Gk), ∗). Since each
map φk is Gk-equivariant with respect to the left multiplication inclusion `k, for
each k we have a commuting diagram

Gk Gk+1

E(R̂(Gk), ∗) E( ̂R(Gk+1), ∗)

E(R̂0, ∗)

`k

Φk+1

It follows that there is a map from the colimit of the directed sequence (Gk, `k),

which is isomorphic to Hall’s universal group U , to E(R̂0, ∗). Because the verti-
cal arrows are injective, this map is injective. We conclude U < Comm(F) by
Theorem 2. �
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